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Solve it!

Which is bigger?  

10 +	   29 or 73

Don’t even think about using a calculator! J



The Number Line as a Visual Model

• Sophisticated Length/Measurement model

• The most useful model in the world! 
• Shows numbers in order

• Illustrates relative magnitude

• Leads naturally to fractions (what’s in between the hash 
marks), integers (what’s to the left of  zero). 

• The only model that continues to work through 
elementary school and into the study of  irrational 
numbers! 



Number Systems



Developing Understanding

• Emphasis on the spaces not the hash marks

• Highlight the importance of  the “unit” and the 
number line as iterations of  that unit



What must students understand 
about the number line? 

• What is the unit? 

• Numbers increased as you move to the right and decrease 
as you move to the left. 

• The number line represents distance
• Distance between 0 and 1 is the “unit distance”

• The unit distance can be used to locate additional points on 
the number line both inside/outside the unit distance interval. 

• Once 2 numbers are marked on the number line, all other 
number locations are fixed. 



Fractions on the Number Line

• Draw a number line. 

• Label the following points: 0, 2, -1

• Where would you place )
*

on that number line? 

• Where would you place +
*

on that number line? 

• Where would you place -)
*

on that number line? 

• Where would you place ,
-

on that number line? 



Who is Winning?

The friends below are playing “Red Light – Green 
Light.” The fractions tell you how much of  the distance 
they have already moved. Who is winning? Can you 
place these friends on a line to show where they are 
between the start and the finish? 

Mary ¾ Harry ½ Larry . /⁄

Han . -⁄ Miguel . 1⁄ Angela * +⁄



Integers on the Number Line

• As students build upon their prior understanding of  
numbers on the number line, integers require 
students to think about directionality of  numbers. 

• Integer comparison requires closer attention to the 
relative positions of  the numbers on the number line 
rather than their magnitude. 



Integers on the Number Line

1. For each pair of  numbers, tell which number is the furthest 
from zero. Which is furthest from -2? Justify your answers. Use the 
number line below to help you. 

a) 2 or  -5 b) -7 or 3

2. Alex says the absolute value of  -8 is -8. Is he correct or 
incorrect? Justify your answer with words or models. 



Irrational Numbers

• Irrational numbers cannot be written as a ratio of  
two integers. 

• Irrational numbers cannot be placed exactly on a 
number line. 

• So why would we use number lines to build number 
sense regarding irrational numbers?



Building Irrational Number Sense

Grade 8 MCAS Released Item



Irrational Numbers on the Number Line

• How can we build students understanding of  the 
value of  irrational numbers? 

• How can we help students see irrational numbers as 
more than “unfortunate answers” to problems? 

• With a number line!



Algebra on the Number Line

• When students have to apply their number sense to 
algebra, they often struggle. 

• The number line can be an effective tool for making 
sense of  number relationships in algebra. 



Thank You!

Questions, comments and feedback 
are always welcome! 

Email me: kmarin@stonehill.edu
Tweet me: @professormarin

Download resources: https://sites.google.com/site/mathpdresources/


